
1. Nyko Xbox One Smart Clip 

Now, connecting your smartphone to your Xbox ONE is simpler than you thought with the 

Smart Clip by Nyko. Just clip on your phone to your controller with this accessory and you 

are ready to rumble. This thoughtfully designed clip provides an integrated, fully-expandable, 

adjustable, and hassle-free second screen convenience to gaming enthusiasts and Gizmo 

savvies. This clip supports smartphones of any generation from iPhone, Android, Blackberry 

and Windows phone up to 3.5 inches in width. Playing games, watching a movie, or viewing 

a presentation is more ergonomically efficient with this clip that provides a steady grip while 

preventing the phone device from slipping away, now buttery fingers should be least of your 

concerns. The Smart Glass App can be downloaded to your mobile device to enhance the user 

experience. The screen experience on Xbox is augmented through the Smart Clip which uses 

a non-intrusive strap technique to connect to the wireless controller of Xbox One. Users can 

also hook on their phones and record and broadcast videos using the camera or the vlog. The 

clip also allows the user to change the angle of the orientation of the phone according to their 

convenience.  

2. New Men’s Nike Air MVP Pro 2 MCS Baseball Cleats Red/ White 

Carrying with it the aura of Nike’s designer privilege, creative sensibilities, and ergonomic 

design perfection is this pair of Nike’s baseball cleats. Nike’s signature low-cut and lace-up 

design with the moisture-wicking foot base ensures a skid-free and sweat-free tread always 

with added convenience. The grippy projection on the outsoles provide the most secure leaps 

and runs during intense baseball games. The cross-grain patch detailing against the suede 

body blends the conventional baseball DNA with modern design. The durable outsole is 

beautifully crafted in Pebax for amazing reflex and lightweight performance. At the midsole, 

the Framelite medial toe guard offers supreme protection against wear and tear, and also 

untoward damages. The stupendous full-length of the mid-sole including the heel comprises 

of the superior Air-Sole unit that is smooth offering the expected activity speed without 

reservations. Nike’s shoe-crafting elegance is evident on the upper through the premium 

synthetic leather composition which is paired with the dynamism of the fit sleeve that 

prioritizes a fine fit along with a floaty disposition. The Nike logo and brand name add the 

eclectic charm to these dual-colored training shoes that provide the wearer with the firm 

footing required to reign supreme in a competitive game of baseball. 

3. Zenith video disc player antique vintage VP2000  

This vintage disc player is a monaural unit from Zenith Radio Corp, USA with a VP 2000 

processor for optimum sound and video quality. This analog video disc playback system 

which is also known as Capacitance Electronic Disc and can be used to play movies on 

modern television sets. This video player has an LED timer display, with a flip switch for 

selecting the Off, Play, and Load options plus a side indicator light. The analog buttons for 

Fast Rewind, Fast forward (Rapid Access at 16 times playing speed), Pause, Reject, normal 

forward and rewind (visual search up to 120 times playing speed) are fully functional. The 

‘L’ display on the LED indicator prompts for the disc to be loaded into the player. The LED 

time indicator flashes the minute value at which the video is playing and can be manually 

controlled using the rewind and forward visual searches. Made of solid metal with a wooden 

finish on top, the input and output are coaxial. This unit requires a coaxial cable for powering 



up with manual load and unload of mono and stereo discs required. The turntable is belt 

driven. The device is installed with a stereo cartridge (154100) in it. 

4. Crocs Cobbler Shimmer Leather Bronze Clog Mule 
These beautifully crafted clog mules from Crocs are delightfully personalized for each 

woman’s unique styling taste. They can be the best styling partners during summers 

and winters while being easy to color coordinate with a pair of faded or distress jeans. 

The sturdy construct in suede on the upper with the platform-wedge mid-heels in 

rubber-injected leather partner for a comfortable and sophisticated style. The fur fuzzy 

lining and the cushioned croslite insole add the fun element to the design while also 

enhancing the functionality of the footwear. The rubber pods on the outsole offer anti-

skid convenience on wet and slippery surfaces with improved traction. The fine-

stitched detailing along the vamp and the body give an attractive outline to the shoes 

making them more desirable. The heel is made of soft suede offering your feet the 

sweetest touch that they deserve especially during a long day at work or a busy day 

shopping. A dusting brush, cleaning cloth, and a good suede leather protection/stain 

repellent spray can help in maintaining these shoes skilfully for years. Be it rain or 

shine these Croc’s shoes offer protection, sensibility, and style. The modern design 

with an age-old closed-toe style of these clogs is magical. 

 

5. CLUTCHXPERTS STAGE 2 CLUTCH KIT 95-02 VW CABRIO 94-

98 GOLF JETTA 2.0L SOHC MK3 
This Racing Clutch Setup is meant for better driving and racing control over your 

vehicle’s conventional stock clutch system. The heavy-duty pressure plate has higher 

burst strength which is suitable for more heat tolerance and stress handling. With a 

full-facing Copper Ceramic Street Steel backing, this Racing Disc Clutch Set up has 

been specially designed for extended wear and extra clamping force. The slippage and 

burst resistance of this setup uses premium friction materials for an enhanced friction 

composition that gives an improved performance to your vehicle. The package 

includes a ClutchXperts PREMIUM Stage Two heavy-duty pressure plate cover, 

Copper Ceramic Clutch Friction Disc, Throwout Release Bearing, Pilot Bearing, and 

Alignment Tool. The item has a Torque of 210 ft-lb and a Horse Power of 235 units. 

The Spring center dampers of the discs reduce drivetrain shocks. This setup offers 

smooth gear shift and clutch pedal as well. Through the increased clamp loads the 

necessary capacity is obtained to handle modified engines.  

 

6. Gremlins Mondo Ugly Sweater Cardigan XL 2XL 3XL Christmas 

Sweater Funny 
Bring in the holiday mood with this comical cardigan from Mondo that can tickle 

some laughing bones right with its distinct design. This 100% acrylic heavy-knit 

sweater depicts the Mogwai Gizmo and the evil red-eyed, green Gremlins hanging 

down from the Christmas lights. The colors on the black background include white, 

green, brown, and red all intricately woven. This full-sleeved, front button-up 

cardigan adds a sense of spooky excitement to your holiday spirit and can get all 

eyeballs popping at you. You can top it over a turtleneck T-shirt for that smart winter 

look or add it on top of your layered ensemble just so that the winter chills do not 



affect your fun time with family. This is a great gifting item for your best buddy who 

loves gremlins or your family members who are on the heavier side since it is 

available from XL up to 3XL sizes. The green elastic expandable band around the rim 

of the sleeves, neck, and hip make comfort come easy. The super-animated Gremlins 

steal the show with a laughter inspiring look which has been captured naturally 

through the artistic prowess of the makers. This is something every guy's winter 

wardrobe must have. 

 

7. 3pc Nicole Miller Gold Pineapple TWIN Bed Sheet Set Golden 100% Cotton 

Deep NEW 

Add luxe comfort and exuberance to your daily bedding needs with this stylish 3-

piece twin bedding set from Nicole Miller that is lavishly textured, ravishingly hued, 

and dynamically durable. The 100% sustainable cotton that has been specially 

formulated to make these sheets ideal for warm summer siestas, courtesy of their 

surpassing and progressive softness, easy maintainability, and maximum 

breathability. The signature gold pineapple print makes any bedding look supremely 

elegant. The package includes one flat sheet, one extra deep-fitted sheet, and a 

standard pillowcase. Mattresses up to 15 inches can be covered by the deep-fitted 

sheet. The phenomenal moisture-wicking formula and an improved resistance to 

stains, wrinkles, and shrinking have contributed to the regular use of these tropical-

style sheets in bedrooms, guestrooms, kids’ rooms, and at picnic spots while also 

making for great gifting options during special occasions. Tune in a rhapsody of 

relaxed serenity infused with the tender caress of the sleep-inducing lush cotton fabric 

that contributes to living tastefully. The multi-feature set comes with a moderate price 

tag while showcasing simple sophistication that will win a permanent place in your 

gifting ideas list as well as the hearts of your loved ones in addition to your own 

household. 

 

8. Gatorade Grape Perform G2 02 Perform Thirst Quencher Instant Powder Drink 

19.4oz 

This hydrating formula is the refreshing elixir that revitalizes and rejuvenates after a 

tiresome workout session. G2 works with the same mechanism as Gatorade to quench 

your thirst. The calories are way lesser, half as much than that of the original G Sports 

Drink. This drink contains essential electrolytes such as sodium and potassium that 

replace the critical quantities lost when you sweat thus retaining the fluid balance in 

your body for proper muscle functioning. The grape flavor is delicious and gives a 

great tangy taste. The carbohydrates that fuel the muscles is also essential for intense 

workouts which are also present in this drink. The per serving nutritional value is 160 

mg sodium, 45 mg potassium, and 8 grams carbs giving a total of 35 calories. Many 

athletes and trainers take this drink in the right quantities to enhance their 

performance for long bouts of workout. The canister with a capacity of 551 grams 

makes six gallons of the drink. This is a great way of staying energized all day 

without compromising on the hydration of the body and the functioning of the mind. 

Sometimes it is necessary to give that extra power to the body, which G2 does 

effectively. 
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